What do our PhD/ECR think about Open Science. Some comments in Sli.do during the event 08/07/2019
Open Science by design: PCIs by (Young) Universities

New indicators / FAIR Data / Citizen Science
How would you like to be evaluated in your Research Career?

Carlos Sanz  
Jul 8, 2019

Skills and Knowledge, without any number. Results by funds

Elizaveta Dubrovinskaya  
Jul 8, 2019

How to evaluate skills and knowledge, having in mind that for different projects the value of the same skill will be different?

Carlos Sanz  
Jul 8, 2019

Of course, it is mandatory to establish some weight for each skill, depending of the type of position.
How would you like to be evaluated in your Research Career?

Anonymous
Jul 8, 2019

Results of the research

1 reply

Elizaveta Dubrovinskaya
Jul 8, 2019

What do you think about the right criteria? How useful these results for society or industry? How good they are disseminated? How fundamental the research is?
How would you like to be evaluated in your Research Career?

Anonymous
Jul 8, 2019
Contribution to running business I interact with, maybe.

Christian C.
Jul 8, 2019
Progress evaluation based on the fulfillment of realistic project objectives, performed by a centralised, national research coordinator.

Carmen Camblor
Jul 8, 2019
Results of the research, path undertaken, institution where developed and possible contribution to society.

https://wall.sli.do/event/umcjyzql
Opinions and questions

Christian C.
8 Jul, 10:41am

Young researchers are up to an extremely uncertain career path. How could we find motivation to worry about OS when institutions do not offer support nor decent working conditions to begin with?

Carlos Sanz
8 Jul, 10:56am

and more over, if the only way to get an opportunity is entering in the wheel and try to publish a lot.....

Eva Espinosa Cano
4 Jul, 10:44am

In my opinion what we need is to change that way of thinking and we need to start sharing not only our successful experiments but also our failures.
Opinions and questions

Anonymous
2👍 • 8 Jul, 2:17pm

Is project competition the right way to finance science? Is it good enough to encourage explorations for the bizarre, for pioneering, for pursuing long-time, moon-shot ambitions?

Anonymous
1👍 • 8 Jul, 10:33am

Rebecca: Which indicators you recommend for measuring the level of collaboration of researchers, in parallel with those measuring their level of competition (competitiveness)?
Opinions and questions

Anonymous
1️⃣ · 8 Jul, 10:35am

Isn't the best incentive for culture change is through the funding? Asking people to report more when they are open science active add to their burden - so maybe give OS bonus?

Carlos Sanz
1️⃣ · 8 Jul, 10:37am

I can't understand how open science would attract more people to research. Pointing that one of the problems is the amount of information... Does increase quality imply a necessary decrease of quantity, at least by eliminating duplicates?
Opinions and questions

Carmen Camblor
0 • 8 Jul, 12:36pm

Regarding Law researchers, we are asked to publish several books to build our career, being our PHD results the first of all. That makes difficult to free our data...

Anonymous
0 • 8 Jul, 2:14pm

(RPG) I've seen several Open Source projects to feed, for free, other's people purchasing products without any return on investment for volunteers or countries who educated them. - Would this happen with Open Science too?
Opinions and questions

Anonymous
0 · 8 Jul, 2:49pm

(RPG) I wonder if there is there are current experiences on purchasing contributors to Open Science projects... and so, if we are about waiting for the "Uber of Research" to do it without paying taxes in Spain.

Anonymous
8 Jul, 2:52pm

Just with a guaranteed salary (or food, water, energya...) for all I could understand a World plenty of altruism.
¡¡Gracias!!
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